An Harmonic Smile Resulted from the Use of Ceramic Prosthesis with Zirconia Structure: A Case Report
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Abstract:
The rehabilitation of patients requiring an esthetic smile demands a multidisciplinary approach. This clinical report describes a treatment plan for recovery aesthetics’ smile of anterior teeth using ceramic prosthesis with zirconia structure. Initially, a review of aesthetic parameters, diagnostic waxing, mock-up and provisional restorations was performed. A contextual assessment of aesthetic, proportion and shape of teeth was done to recreate a natural looking for teeth in consonance with the smile line. Subsequently, based on these parameters, fixed prostheses of the upper anterior teeth using ceramic restorations with zirconia infrastructures were performed. The use of ceramic restorations with zirconia structures associated with a careful treatment plan allows the professional to integrate esthetic and function for satisfactory clinical results.
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Introduction
Smile and face in harmony are fundamental in facial esthetics from increasing the self-esteem and well-being of the individual.1 Esthetics of smile is based on a proper position of the lips, gingival tissue condition, color, shape, and teeth position.2-5 Thus, an integrated assessment of each component should be performed when the prosthetic rehabilitation become necessary.3,4

Rehabilitation of maxillary anterior teeth requires professional comprehension of the natural dentition aspects and a careful rehabilitation plan. This plan includes a clinical and radiographic examination, study models with diagnostic waxing, and multidisciplinary approach cooperation with the aesthetic rehabilitation.6-9

The selection of adequate materials and techniques that makes possible to reach an optimal esthetic result should be carried out in order to get restorations as close to the natural dentition. Advances in restorative dentistry and development of ceramic systems with biomechanical properties combined with mimetic requirement, allow the fabrication of restorations with aesthetic and long-lasting results.

Zirconia ceramic system allows high resistant fixed prostheses.10 With excellent cosmetic results. Longitudinal clinical studies using this system in anterior and posterior teeth show encouraging results for the future, becoming an alternative to fixed prostheses with metal infrastructure.11-14

This case report presented an anterior metal ceramic’s fixed prosthesis with changes in size, proportion, shape, color, and texture that prejudiced the smile’s harmony. Thus, it was presented a treatment sequence using fixed prosthesis with zirconia structure.

Case Report
The case we present here is about a 35-year-old female patient who consulted a private dental clinic complaining for an anterior esthetic rehabilitation (Figure 1). The clinical examination included the biological aspects (probing, bleeding on probing) and esthetic parameters (shape, color, and change the smile). The patient presented a metal ceramic fixed prosthesis in teeth 11, 21 and 22, which presented cervical root exposure causing unpleased esthetic effect (Figure 2). Two different treatment options were discussed. The first one proposed the installation of osseointegrated implant for the lost left lateral incisor (22), ceramic crowns in central incisors (11 and 21) and ceramic veneer in the right lateral incisor (12). As a second treatment option, it was proposed to install ceramic fixed prostheses with three elements from 11 to 22, being the last one (22) as cantilever, and the right lateral incisor a ceramic veneer. Considering financial aspects, the patient opted for the second choice. Study cast models and diagnostic wax-up were executed (Figure 3). Mock-up was built to simulate and evaluate the
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esthetic parameters (Figure 4). Subsequently, provisional restorations were performed. After determining the size, proportions and shape of teeth, dental preparations and impression procedures were performed to obtain the zirconia’s structure (Figure 5). This structure has been adjusted and reassembled together with the facet casting of the element 12. Application of ceramic, final adjusts and resinous cementation was performed (Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 1: (a and b) Initial view of the smile.

Figure 2: (a and b) Intraoral clinical aspect of metal ceramic fixed prostheses.

Figure 3: (a-c) Study models, diagnostic wax-up and wall of silicone for realization of mock-up.

Figure 4: (a and b) Intraoral clinical view of mock-up.

Figure 5: (a-c) Dental preparations and structure in zircônia.

Figure 6: (a and b) Intraoral final aspect of the ceramic fixed prostheses 11-22 and ceramic veneer 12.

Figure 7: (a and b) Final harmonic smile result.

Discussion
Rehabilitation plan involving anterior teeth requires careful regarding, especially concerning the analysis of all esthetic parameters. Knowledge about the principles esthetics of a natural smile and how to apply them in oral rehabilitation is crucial for successful therapy. The contrast between form, color and texture of the teeth in harmony with gums and lips to create an esthetic composition should be the major goal of prosthetic rehabilitation.

Keeping interdental papilla and gingival health as a frame to the teeth is an important aesthetic aspect to be considered during diagnosis and treatment. Changes in gingival contour and color, as the marginal height or the presence of black spaces between the incisors, related to the absence of interdental papilla may endanger the esthetics and harmony of smiling. Absence of a papilla can also result in phonetic problems and food impaction.
Furthermore, to achieve optimal aesthetic result is necessary to follow a treatment protocol, including photographs, radiographs, diagnostic waxing and studying models. Thus, an accurate diagnosis of the case must be realized, starting by a simulation of treatment with a multidisciplinary approach. Likewise, accurate clinical procedures as the correct dental preparation, temporary restorations refined and adjusted aesthetically, serve as prototypes for the final ceramic prostheses and become helpful guidance for the technical professional.

The current esthetic pattern requires from materials a clinical performance closer to the natural tooth. Thus, metal-free ceramic restorations replacing the metal ceramic fixed prosthesis become a biomechanical and esthetically viable option. The use of ceramic restorations with zirconia infrastructures associates the biocompatibility and high resistance with the ease of obtaining esthetic. This good performance is due decrease the darkening of the root and allow better light transmission, which is especially important in anterior teeth.

Conclusion
The use of ceramic restorations with zirconia structures associated with a careful treatment plan allows the professional to integrate aesthetic and function for satisfactory clinical results.
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